
 

Waukesha Bible Church is a family of families seeking to live in the Storyline of the Bible.  She is determined by 

design to have a God-centered, Christ-exalting worship; a Word-centered teaching focused on personal 

discipleship through intentional and systematic instruction; a Global-impacting mission that resolves to be a 

church planting church; and a Grace-based fellowship where disciples are invited to live under a reigning grace 

characterized by a Gospel-driven sanctification that celebrates a divine monergism to the Christian life. 

 

 
Greetings: 
 
The study that Pastor Pat brings on Sunday mornings is a reflection of the study for that 
week.  It represents a lot of research.  Not all of what he has prepared is communicated.  
In an attempt to continue the learning process, he is making available his study notes to 
the congregation. 
 
They are edited, but not “book” ready.  To the critical eye mistakes can be found.  So he 
asks that you take the material with humility, teach-ability, and charity. 
 
Enjoy and if you should have any questions or corrections, please do not hesitate to 
email him at pastorpat@waukeshabible.org. 
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Advent 2011 - The Story in Six Acts 
 

Rejection - “You shall not eat . . . She took and ate and He ate” 
Genesis 2:15-17; 3:6 

Humanity rejects God’s protection and provision. 
 
 
Before anything existed there was God.  God is self-existing.  He needs nothing for the 
sustaining and perpetuating of His being.  He is eternal having neither a beginning nor an 
ending.  He is unchanging, perfect, all-powerful, all-present, all-knowing and infinite.  There 
are no outside limitations to God.  In creating, God condescended.  He stooped in the making 
of a platform in which and from which His glory will be known.   
 
The world He created is beautiful.  Beauty is only definable as it reflects God.  All things 
discovered by humanity speak to God’s beauty.  All of its minutia and detail, its symmetry 
and predictability shadow the Maker. 
 
Those things we taste, smell, touch, and see in shadow are mere whispers of His voice.  The 
breath robbing splendor of morning light and sheer magnitude of ocean’s depth is only the 
outer reaches of His garment’s hem.  In comparison to God, all of creation’s mystery is as 
nothing.  “My lifetime is as nothing in His sight” (Ps. 39:5).  “All the nations are as nothing 
before Him, they are regarded by Him as less than nothing and meaningless” (Isa. 40:17).  “His 
enemies are considered as nothing” (Isa. 41:11, 12).  In fact, all the inhabitants of the earth are 
accounted as nothing” (Dan. 4:35). 
 
Think of those inexplicable moments when everything appears to be right with your world.  
This is the world in which Adam and Eve lived 24/7.  They lived with God.  Their communion 
with Him was unhindered by any barrier other than the barrier separating finite man from 
infinite God.  They felt love, acceptance, blessing, and service.  They knew no shame, no guilt, 
and no fear, nothing that currently marks our existence.  It was a life unmarked by war, 
disharmony, tension, awkwardness, confusion, and misunderstanding.  Nothing like this 
existed.  The world was at peace with God and itself. 
 
All of this was theirs.  In the abundance of God’s invitation, He gave one prohibition for the 
good of His people, “From the tree of the knowledge of good and evil you shall not eat, for in 
the day that you eat from it you will surely die” (Gen. 2:17).  The caution was for their 
protection.  The question asked of them was simple, “Who do you love more, yourself or me?”  
Adam and Eve chose self rather than God, and thus chose to reject all God was in His person 
and work.  Somehow we must capture the brilliance of their existence prior to their sin and the 
invading darkness in their choice.  Their choice would become systemic.  It now pervades the 
whole.   
 
“Our problem with sin is that it is rooted in the core of our being. It permeates our hearts. It 
is because sin is at our core and not merely at the exterior of our lives that the Bible says: 
‘There is none righteous, no not one; there is none who understands; there is none who seeks 
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after God. They have all turned aside; they have together become unprofitable; there is none 
who does good, no, not one.’ (Romans 3:10-12).”1  
 
No one and nothing is left untouched.  What they did, we continue to do.  Like Adam and Eve, 
our voices are joined to theirs and we say, “No” to God.   
 

In that “no” came shame, guilt, fear, war, disharmony, tension, awkwardness, confusion, and 
misunderstanding.  Nothing would ever be the same.  Herein is the consequence of our 
rebellion against God.  The world would now be in conflict with God and itself.  Adam and 
Eve would now hide from God and seek to cover their nakedness by the work of their own 
hands.  Their attempts at undoing their deed only compound the problem. The shame and fear 
they experience rip at their souls as darkness calls out from within.  Pandora's Box has been 
opened and nothing created can close it.  How might we grab hold of our evil sin against God?  
This is a dark journey wherein lies no light.  There is good news, but before we experience the 
sensation of sighing we must moan the agony of irretrievable loss.  Listen to the words used to 
describe this sin. 
 
First, sin is a missing of a mark (Psalm 51:4; Romans 3:23).  When Adam and Eve sinned 
against God they attempted to cover up their transgression through effort of their own.  Their 
attempt only compounded the problem.  Sin is very much like the proverbial “tar baby.”  “The 
Tar-Baby is a doll made of tar and turpentine used to entrap Br'er Rabbit in the second of the 
Uncle Remus stories. The more that Br'er Rabbit fights the Tar-Baby, the more entangled he 
becomes. In modern usage according to Random House, ‘tar baby’ refers to any ‘sticky 
situation’ that is only aggravated by additional contact.”2  They were persistently missing the 
mark. 
 
The word coming short is a very graphic word.  It is used in the following three passages.  It is 
used in Matthew 19:20 of the Rich Young Ruler who “lacked” and was thus deficient in his 
relationship to God.  It is used of the prodigal son who took his inheritance and squandered it 
away in lascivious living (Luke 15:14).  And it is used in Hebrews 11:37 to describe those who 
were persecuted and thus “destitute.”  The Septuagint (LXX), which is the Greek translation of 
the Old Testament, uses the word in Nehemiah 9:21 where it is translated by “lacking nothing 
(Israel)” and Daniel 5:27, “Found wanting.”  The Hebrew word for “lacking” can be found in 
Judges 20:16.  Seven hundred crack marksmen, all of them left-handed and from the tribe of 
Benjamin, 'could sling a stone at a hair, and not miss.'  Another literal usage is in Proverbs 19:2: 
'he who makes haste with his feet misses his way.'  Such literal occurrences are rare, 
however.”3   
 
Until we see ourselves in comparison to God we will never see sin’s true nature.  Sin sells us 
short.  My rebellion against God speaks of deficiency, of lack, as I assess who God is and what 
He does.  God looked at everything He created and said, “It is very good.”  We looked at the 
work of God and concluded otherwise. 
 
Second, sin is a passing over a boundary / transgression (Matt. 15:2, 3; Acts 1:25; 2 John 9).  
God gave a clear directive and they chose to cross the line.  Notice also Romans 2:23; 4:14, 15; 
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5:14; Gal. 3:19; 1 Tim. 2:14; Heb. 9:15.  The idea is, "Over a boundary or transgression."  This 
presupposes two truths.  Rules must exist for a transgression to take place and transgressions 
exist where there is law and order. 
 
Transgression assumes absolutes.  There is an absolute standard that can and is being 
transgressed.  Living in a lawless society does not negate the nature of sin as a transgression 
for God's law is irrevocable and universal.  What God invited, we rejected.  His invitation and 
prohibition are for our good and His glory.  To this we said “no.” 
 
Third, sin is a bending of what is right, a perversion or crookedness (Matt 17:17; Phil. 2:15).  
The path they chose is much like the wilderness wanderings.  "Crooked" skolios "Crooked, 
perverse, dishonest (of people [1 Pet. 2:18]); crooked (of roads [Luke 3:5])."  It is our English 
word skoliosis.  It describes a crooked or twisted spine (Phil 2:15 [cf. Acts 2:40]).  We are a 
distorted generation.  No matter how perfect we might assume about ourselves or others, we 
are nothing more than twisted souls needing straightening.   
 
Fourth, sin is disobedience to a voice (Romans 5:19).  Adam and Eve said “no” to God.  There 
are two words describing this aspect of their rebellion.  Romans 5:19 speaks of disobedience. It 
is a compound word para ‘aside’ and akouo ‘to hear’), hence signifying a refusing to hear 
(disobedience).  It is found three times in the New Testament (Rom. 5:19; 2 Cor. 10:6; Heb. 2:2).  
The second word is found in Romans 2:8.  It is often translated as unbelief/unbeliever.  There 
is an intentional shutting out, a closing or covering of the ears.  It isn't that you are passively 
deaf, but rather actively refusing to obey what you have heard. 
 
Although we sometimes call out as cute the rebellion of the infant, their “no” stands as a 
sentinel guarding the idols of their own heart.  They are simple sinners in training.  If left 
unchecked and unchallenged, they will persistent in their rebellion against God.  The “no” 
must be put down. 
 
Fifth, sin is rebellion (Isa. 1:2; Ezek. 2:3).  Numbers 20:24 uses the word to describe Moses and 
Aaron’s rebellion against God (see also Num. 27:14).  The word as used here means “bitter.”  It 
is similar to Naomi’s name change to “Mara” (Ruth 1:19, 20).  When we rebel against God we 
view Him and His Word as a loathsome thing.   
 
Sixth, sin is a debt (Matt. 18:21-35).  Three thoughts concerning sin as a debt; we cannot 
address our own sin debt (Matt. 18:21-35).  It exceeds our abilities.  Sin is always against a holy 
God that is paid by eternal hell.  This answers the question as to why hell is eternal.  Hell is 
eternal because all sin is against an infinite God, and finite humanity cannot pay off an infinite 
debt because we are finite.  Hence, an infinite debt can only be paid by an infinite payment; by 
the infinite God-man.  Man's substitute is God's infinite sacrifice.  Our indebtedness to God is 
incapable of address by us.  Unless and until God simply cancels the deb,t we are without 
hope and will pay the debt to the last obligation.  When King David was faced with falling into 
the hands of men or into the hands of God for judgment, He chose God.  For God is rich in 
mercy (Eph. 2:1-4). 
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Seventh, sin is lawlessness (Matt. 7:23; Titus 2:14; 1 Tim. 1:9; 1 John 3:4).  We shun the rule of 
God and seek to establish our own.  Sin is disorder and chaotic.  It is for this reason the Lord’s 
Prayer is so pointed, “Your kingdom come, your will be done” (Matt. 6). 
 
Finally, sin is wickedness (Matt. 22:18).  It is a moral evil (Eph. 6:12; Rom. 1:29).  There is 
darkness to this type of wickedness.  It is disturbing.  If we step back and look at our own 
resident evil we can see sin’s sinister quality.  The difficulty we will always have is in the 
sanitizing of our sin.  Our hearts are deceitful above all things and desperately wicked we 
cannot know it (Jer. 17:9).  We show our sin through various means.  Luke describes our sin in 
the following manner. 
 

• Sin is pride (Luke 9:46) 

• Sin is being lost (Luke 15:1-7) 

• Sin is greed (Luke 18:18-30 [rich young ruler]) 

• Wanting your “fair share” of the family inheritance (Luke 12:13-15 [divide it up]) 

• Living in the shadow by building bigger barns (Luke 12:16-20) 

• Sin is rejection (Luke 15:12 [younger son]) 

• Sin is self-righteousness (Luke 15:28 [older brother]; Luke 18:11 [Pharisee]) 
 
Paul’s approach is to list our sins of the flesh.  
 

19 Now the deeds of the flesh are evident, which are: immorality, impurity, sensuality, 20 idolatry, sorcery, 
enmities, strife, jealousy, outbursts of anger, disputes, dissensions, factions, 21 envying, drunkenness, 
carousing, and things like these, of which I forewarn you, just as I have forewarned you, that those who 
practice such things will not inherit the kingdom of God. (Gal. 5:19-21) 
 
5 Therefore consider the members of your earthly body as dead to immorality, impurity, passion, evil 
desire, and greed, which amounts to idolatry. 6 For it is because of these things that the wrath of God will 
come upon the sons of disobedience, 7 and in them you also once walked, when you were living in them. 
8 But now you also, put them all aside: anger, wrath, malice, slander, and abusive speech from your 
mouth. (Col. 3:5-8) 

 
It is apparent from the above that sin is anything but an accident, ignorance, mistake, illness or 
disease.  It is a character flaw of the highest order.  This is what sin is.  We may deny sin 
actually exists, yet whatever we call it, it is still sin.  To deny the falling of rain will not stop us 
from becoming wet.  We must conclude with the author of Ecclesiastes when we say, “Indeed, 
there is not a righteous man on earth who continually does good and who never sins” (Eccl. 
7:20). 
 
“It is hard to exaggerate the importance of admitting our condition to be this bad. If we think 
of ourselves as basically good or even less than totally at odds with God, our grasp of the work 
of God in redemption will be defective. But if we humble ourselves under this terrible truth of 
our total depravity, we will be in a position to see and appreciate the glory and wonder of the 
work of God discussed in the next four points.”4  
Sin is a part of God’s Story.  In its absence, the Story is unknown.  Redemption presupposes 
debt.  “Sin is not an unfortunate slip or a regrettable act; it is a posture of defiance against a 
holy God.”5  
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The seriousness of our sin against God is the consequence our sin incurs.  Unaddressed sin 
will result in our eternal separation from God.  There is a hell, and hell is to be separated from 
God and all this entails forever.  Hell is conscious awareness of who He is and what He has 
done and how you are absent from Him.  This is hell, and the flip side to this is living forever 
in His presence. 
 
I have no desire or appetite to point out how wicked I am and you are.  Yet all must pass 
through this door if they are to enter into the very provision and presence of God.  God could 
have permitted Adam and Eve to remain in their sin.  He could have chosen to ignore their 
plight and loss, yet it is only by gracious confrontation that a remedy is provided.  This will be 
the focus of the fourth act in the Story. 
 
Yet before leaving this idea let us consider the application.  How about you?  Do you see sin 
for what it really is?  Have you asked God to forgive you of your sin and come to Him in 
childlike faith?  Today let us acknowledge God’s gift of forgiveness.  Let us thank Him for His 
abundant gift in Christ Jesus the Lord. 
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